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Dear Sir or Madam

Stadium Australia Management Limited - Exclusive Dealing Notification N93500

Sydney Cricket and Sports Ground Trust – Exclusive Dealing Notification N93527

I refer to your letters of 23 September 2008 in relation to the above matters (your references
C2008/1110 and C2008/1221 respectively). Those letters sought comments from interested
parties in relation to the above Notifications. The Commonwealth Bank of Australia ("the
Bank") notes that it is an interested party in these matters and appreciates the opportunity to
contribute to the deliberations of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission ("the
Commission").

Stadium Australia Management Limited (Stadium Australia) and Sydney Cricket and Sports
Ground Trust (SCSGT) have, individually and respectively, advised the Commission of their
intention to engage in certain activities (the "Conduct" as described in Form G of notices
dated 9 July 2008 and 25 July 2008 respectively) that the Bank believes will substantially
lessen competition and which cannot be justified on public benefit grounds.

For convenience, and given the high level of common issues between both of these
Notifications, it is the Bank's intention to address both Notifications in this one submission.

For the sake of brevity, a description of the proposed Conduct is not repeated here; but
central to the Conduct is:

• Provision at Stadium Australia of a contactless payment service restricted to Visa
branded contactless cards only (N93500); and

• At SCSGT, restricted access to credit and debit card payment options such that
only cardholder customers of Macquarie Bank are able to use such payment
facilities (N93527).

The focus of this Submission is on the reasons behind the Bank's opinion that there are
insufficient public benefit grounds upon which to justify a substantial lessening of competition
as envisaged by such Conduct. Our reasons are provided below.
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Stadium Australia Management Limited - Exclusive Dealing Notification N93500

• The Bank currently has close to 1 million MasterCard contactiess credit cards
(MasterCard PayPass cards) issued to Australian cardholders, and this number is
growing strongly each month. This currently accounts for the vast majority of
contactless cards in Australia. These cardholders will be disadvantaged if their
cards are not accepted at ANZ Stadium. To this end, while the Bank's current
terminal technology supports MasterCard's PayPass only, we have firm plans in
place to support Visa contactless from mid 2009 – plans which have been shared
with Visa.

• Overseas experience is such that sporting stadia have been proven to be popular
and successful locations for contactless payments. Patrons attending events at
such venues have a justifiable expectation that all major card brands will be
accepted through on site payment devices - including for contactless payments.
Restricting such access to Visa cardholders only, reduces the service level to all
other contactless cardholders in the market and represents an artificial lessening
of competition. Restricting acceptance of contactless payments to a Visa
contactiess card effectively lessens competition by restricting the choice of
consumers (sporting patrons or other attendees at ANZ Stadium) who want to
use a contactless card.

• International visitors that hold non Visa contactless cards will not be able to use these
cards at ANZ Stadium if the proposed Conduct were to be sanctioned. This is
especially concerning when high profile international sporting events are held at the
Stadium.

• The Conduct, if approved, will cause unnecessary confusion for consumers that have
contactiess cards, if they are not universally accepted in contactiess readers – to the
detriment of consumers.

Sydney Cricket and Sports Ground Trust – Exclusive Dealing Notification N93527

• A central tenet of international credit card networks is the confidence that a
cardholder gains through universal acceptance of a card branded with either the
MasterCard or Visa logo – regardless of his or her own card-issuing institution.
Card Schemes do not permit merchants (retailers) to discriminate between Card
Issuers - if a card brand is accepted from one issuer, then all issuers of that card
type should be processed. Reducing the application of this key feature, as
proposed in the Notification, is detrimental to consumer experience and inefficient.
A lower level of service than what consumers normally expect, is the likely
outcome of the proposed Conduct.

• Macquarie Bank's web site' indicates that Macquarie Bank issues two types of
Visa cards. To restrict acceptance at SCSGT to Macquarie Bank issued cards is
also to restrict acceptance to Visa cards.

• Recent estimates 2 suggest Macquarie Bank holds a market share of 0.3% of
consumer credit card balances (a traditional measure of market share).
Extrapolation into the number of Macquarie Bank credit cards on issue is difficult,
but it is likely that there are around 50,000 such cards in circulation. The Conduct
as proposed would thus exclude over 99% of credit cards on issue from being
used at SCSGT venues; alternatively, more than 12.5 million credit card accounts
would be unable to be accessed. This is clearly anti-competitive and
unnecessarily restrictive.

• The first point above is especially relevant for International visitors who will be
disadvantaged under the proposed Conduct, as their cards will not be accepted at the

http://personal.macduarie.com.au/personal/products/credit cards/platinum card.htm (accessed 2 October 2008)
2 MWE Consulting: Australian Payment Cards Report July 2008
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SCSGT venues. This is important for the many international sporting events that are
held at these venues.

• Restricting card acceptance to a single issuer (in this case, Macquarie Bank) sets a
dangerous precedent that could lead to other environments limiting card acceptance to
the detriment of cardholder customers of other financial institutions. Consumers would
be forced to add another card to their wallet in order to transact in selected locations –
in this case, the SCSGT. Restricting such acceptance by banking partner significantly
undermines the operation of the card payment industry and creates a potential
environment in the future where Banks could form arrangements with individual
merchants or pockets of merchants to only accept their cards. This is to the
disadvantage of the consumers whose choice of card is then removed.

• The Australian credit / debit card market is very competitive - consumers currently
have a wide choice of what card they choose to select, confident that their card will not
be discriminated against as a result of their choice of financial institution. To be forced
to purchase an additional card, at a cost to them, in order to be able to use such a
card at the SCSGT venues, is anti-competitive and inefficient.

• Under the proposed Conduct, Macquarie Bank is effectively forcing consumers to take
out a specific card for use at these locations. Not only is this anti-competitive, this is
an additional expense for consumers and forces them to have a relationship with
Macquarie Bank which they may not otherwise maintain.

• The SCSGT venues are contained environments. Once a spectator is within the
ground, they have no ability to choose another merchant or retailer that offers
acceptance of their card – unlike in an open retail environment. In that sense, the
proposed Conduct it is extremely anti-competitive.

• Card acceptance is already available in the Australian market with many institutions
offering this technology, without needing to restrict card acceptance to fund any such
investment. Solutions are available to the SCSGT to implement today, without the
need to restrict cardholders to carrying cards issued by Macquarie Bank only (as
proposed).

• Further to the comment above in relation to Notification N93500, there are close to 1
million contactless cardholders in the Australian market today that would all be
disadvantaged by not being able to use their contactless card at SCSGT. This is anti-
competitive.

General Comments

Many of the points raised above in relation to either of the Notifications, also apply to the
other Notification. Both Notifications, as per their respective Form G, cite additional public
benefit (section 4) if the proposed Conduct were to be sanctioned. In both cases, public
benefit over and above that argued by Stadium Australia and SCSGT would accrue if broader
card acceptance were supported. That is to say, the benefits argued in relation to Stadium
Australia (such as choice of payment method and additional efficiency) would surely increase
if MasterCard PayPass were also accepted; similarly in relation to SCSGT - benefits in
relation to innovation and efficiency would be greater if cards issued by a wider range of
financial institutions were to be accepted.

The Commission's letters of 23 September 2008 both identify three particular areas of
interest, viz-

• Benefits accruing from making consumers obtain services of a particular financial 
institution – as argued above, any such benefits would be enhanced with the
acceptance of cards issued by a broader range of cards – be it a broader range of
card issuing institutions at SCSGT, or acceptance of non Visa contactless cards at
Stadium Australia.
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• Pass through to patrons – any financial benefits passed through to patrons would,
again, be enhanced by rejection of the Conduct proposed and introduction of a more
broadly based solution.

• Impact at venues such as efficiency – again, efficiency benefits would be enhanced
by adoption of less restrictive practices than those proposed3.

The Bank readily acknowledges the intent of both SCSGT and Stadium Australia to improve
efficiency and customer experience through card payment acceptance and the application of
contactless technology. Both these goals can be achieved without the unnecessarily
restrictive Conduct proposed. More competitive and broad based solutions are in the
interests of all participants, rather than the monopolistic Conduct proposed.

More generally, and in addition to the specific issues identified above, the Bank is of the view
that the Conduct as proposed is markedly at odds with the current regulatory sentiment in
relation to payment systems. Significant reform initiatives over recent years, pioneered by
the Reserve Bank of Australia, have sought to promote, inter-alia, competition, efficiency, and
more open access arrangements. Furthermore, the Reserve Bank has publicly urged the
need for market – wide innovation. To restrict the application of such innovation to either one
payment network (in the case of Stadium Australia and Visa contactless) or one provider
(Macquarie Bank in the case of SCSGT) will, in our view, dampen the incentive to innovate.
The Conduct as described in these Notifications runs contrary to recent Payment Systems
reforms, and should not be supported by the Commission.

In summary, the Bank believes that the Conduct as described in these two Notifications will
substantially lessen competition and neither Conduct can be justified on public benefit
grounds.

We understand that this Submission will be placed on the Commission's public web site.

Thank you again for the opportunity to contribute to this debate. Please feel free to contact
me should you wish to discuss any aspect of this Submission. My contact details are above.

Yours sincerely

iesktc-c
Stuart Woodward
General Manager
Representation

3 Indeed, inefficiencies could arise at points of sale under the proposed Conduct should a cardholder of a non-accepted card arrive at
the head of the queue, before realising that his/her card cannot be used.
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